
Starting Up the Multilingual Central Repository�Jordi AtseriasTALP Research CenterJordi Girona Salgado, 1-3.08034 Barcelonafbatallag@talp.upc.es German RigauIXA GroupEuskal Herriko UnibertsitateaDonostia.frigaug@si.ehu.es Lu��s VillarejoTALP Research CenterJordi Girona Salgado, 1-3.08034 Barcelonafluisvg@talp.upc.esResumen: Este art��culo presenta el dise~no inicial del "Multilingual Central Reposi-tory". La primera versi�on del Mcr integra, siguiendo en el marco de EuroWordNet,cinco wordnets locales (incluyendo tres versiones del WordNet de Princeton), la TopOntology the EuroWordNet, los dominios de MultiWordNet y cientos de miles denuevas relaciones sem�anticas y propiedades adquiridas autom�aticamente de corpus.De hecho, el Mcr resultante constituye la m�as grande y rica base de conocimientomultiling�ue nunca construida.Palabras clave: Wordnet, EuroWordnet, MultiWordnet, Adquisici�on Multiling�ueAbstract: This paper describes the initial design of the Multilingual CentralRepository. The �rst version of the Mcr integrates into the same EuroWordNetframework, �ve local wordnets (including three versions of the English WordNet fromPrinceton), the EuroWordNet Top Ontology, MultiWordNet Domains, and hundredsof thousand of new semantic relations and properties automatically acquired fromcorpora. In fact, the resulting Mcr is going to constitute the largest and richestmultilingual lexical{knowledge ever build.Keywords: Wordnet, EuroWordnet, MultiWordnet, Multilingual Acquisition1 IntroductionKnowledge Technologies aim to provide mea-ning to the petabytes of information contentour societies will generate in the near futu-re. Information and knowledge managementsystems need to evolve accordingly, to ena-ble the next generation of intelligent open do-main Human Language Technologies (HLT)that will deal with the growing potential ofthe knowledge-rich and multilingual society.In order to develop a trustable semanticweb infrastructure and a multilingual onto-logy framework to support knowledge mana-gement, a wide range of techniques are requi-red to progressively automate the knowledgelifecycle. In particular, this involves extrac-ting high-level meaning from large collectionsof content data and its representation andmanagement in a common knowledge base.Even now, building large and rich kno-wledge bases takes a great deal of expensi-ve manual e�ort; this has severely hampe-red Knowledge-Technologies and HLT appli-cation development. For example, dozens of� This research has been partially funded by the Spa-nish Research Department (HERMES TIC2000-0335-C03-02) and by the European Comission (MEANINGIST-2001-34460)

person-years have been invest into the deve-lopment of wordnets (Fellbaum, 1998) for va-rious languages (Atserias et al., 1997; Ben��tezet al., 1998; Bentivogli, Pianta, and Girar-di, 2002), but the data in these resources isstill not su�ciently rich to support advan-ced concept-based HLT applications directly.Furthermore, resources produced by intros-pection usually fail to register what really oc-curs in texts. Applications will not scale upto working in the open domain without mo-re detailed and rich general-purpose, whichshould perhaps include domain-speci�c lin-guistic knowledge.The MEANING project (Rigau et al.,2002) 1 identi�es two complementary and in-termediate tasks which are crucial in order toenable the next generation of intelligent opendomain HLT application systems: Word Sen-se Disambiguation (WSD) and large-scale en-richment of Lexical Knowledge Bases.The advance in these two areas will allowfor large-scale acquisition of shallow meaningfrom texts, in the form of relations amongconcepts. WSD provides the technology toconvert relations between words into rela-1http://www.lsi.upc.es/~nlp/meaning/meaning.html



tions between concepts. Rich and large-scaleLexical Knowledge Bases and formalized On-tologies will be the repositories of all relationsand other linguistic knowledge.However, progress is di�cult due to thefollowing interdependence:� In order to achieve accurate WSD, weneed far more linguistic and semanticknowledge than is available in currentlexical knowledge bases (e.g. currentwordnets).� In order to enrich existing KnowledgeBases we need to acquire informationfrom corpora, which have been accura-tely tagged with word senses.Meaning proposes an innovative boots-trapping process to deal with this inter{dependency between WSD and knowledge ac-quisition exploiting a multilingual architectu-re based on the EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998).Meaning plans to perform three conse-cutive cycles of large-scale WSD and acquisi-tion processes in �ve European languages in-cluding Basque, Catalan, English, Italian andSpanish. As languages realize the meaning indi�erent ways, some semantic relations thatcan be di�cult to acquire in one language canbe easy to capture in other languages.The knowledge acquired for each langua-ge during the three consecutive cycles will beconsistently upload and integrated into therespective local wordnets, and then portedand distributed across the rest of wordnets,balancing resources and technological advan-ces across languages.The Multilingual Central Repository(Mcr) will grant the consistency and inte-grity of all the semantic knowledge producedby Meaning.This paper describes the �rst version ofthe Multilingual Central Repository (Mcr).After this introduction, section 2 presents theMcr structure, content and associated soft-ware tools. While section 3 describes the �rstuploading process, section 4 is devoted to theporting process. Finally, section 5 presentsan example of the current content of theMcrand section 6 draws some conclusions and fu-ture work.2 Multilingual Central RepositoryThe Mcr acts as a multilingual interface forintegrating and distributing all the knowled-

ge acquired in Meaning.2.1 Mcr structureThe Mcr follows the model proposed by theEuroWordNet project. EuroWordNet is amultilingual lexical database with wordnetsfor several European languages, which arestructured as the Princeton WordNet (Fell-baum, 1998).The Princeton WordNet contains informa-tion about nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-verbs in English and is organized around thenotion of a synset. A synset is a set of wordswith the same part-of-speech that can be in-terchanged in a certain context. For example,<car, auto, automobile, machine, motorcar>form a synset because they can be used torefer to the same concept. A synset is of-ten further described by a gloss: "4-wheeled;usually propelled by an internal combustionengine". Finally, synsets can be related toeach other by semantic relations, such as hy-ponymy (between speci�c and more gene-ral concepts), meronymy (between parts andwholes), cause, etc.The EuroWordNet architecture includesthe Inter{Lingual{Index (Ili), a DomainOntology and a Top Concept Ontology(Vossen, 1998). The Ili consists of a list ofso-called Ili-records which interconnets wordmeanings in the local wordnets, (possibly) toone or more Top Concepts and (possibly) todomains.That is, the wordnets are linked to the Ili.Via this index, the languages are interconnec-ted so that it is possible to go from the wordsin one language to similar words in any otherlanguage connected.The Ili is enhanced, enriched and struc-tured by two separate ontologies, which maybe linked to Ili records:� the Top Concept ontology, which is ahierarchy of language-independent con-cepts, reecting important semantic dis-tinctions, e.g. Object and Substance,Location, Dynamic and Static;� a hierarchy of domain labels, which areknowledge structures grouping meaningsin terms of topics or scripts, e.g. Trans-port, Sports, Medicine, Gastronomy;Both the Ontological properties and theDomain Labels can be transferred via theequivalence relations of the Ili-records to the



local word meanings. The Top Concepts Lo-cation and Dynamic are for example directlylinked to the Ili-record drive and thereforeindirectly also apply to all language-speci�cconcepts related to this Ili-record. Via thelocal wordnet relations, the Top Concept canbe further inherited by through other relatedlanguage-speci�c concepts.The main purpose of the Top Ontologyis to provide a common framework for themost important concepts in all the wordnets.It consists of 63 basic semantic distinctionsthat classify a set of Ili-records connectedto WordNet representing the most importantconcepts in the di�erent wordnets. Euro-WordNet distinguish at the �rst level 3 typesof entities:� 1stOrderEntity Any concrete entity(publicly) perceivable by the senses andlocated at any point in time, in a three-dimensional space.� 2ndOrderEntity Any Static Situation(property, relation) or Dynamic Situa-tion, which cannot be grasped, heard, se-en, felt as an independent physical thing.They can be located in time and occuror take place rather than exist.� 3rdOrderEntity Any unobservableproposition which exists independentlyof time and space. They can be trueor false rather than real. They canbe asserted or denied, remembered orforgotten.TheDomain Hierarchy groups conceptsin a di�erent way, based on scripts ratherthan classi�cation. The Mcr uses the Mul-tiWordNet Domains (Magnini and Cavagli�a,2000) which were partially derived from theDewey Decimal Classi�cation 2. WordNetDomains is a hierarchy of 165 Domain Labelsassociated to WordNet 1.6 synsets.Information brought by Domain Labels iscomplementary to what is already in Word-Net. First of all a Domain Labels may in-clude synsets of di�erent syntactic categories:for instance MEDICINE groups together sen-ses from nouns, such as doctor and hospital,and from verbs such as to operate. Second, aDomain Label may also contain senses fromdi�erent WordNet subhierarchies (i.e. deri-ving from di�erent unique beginners or from2http://www.oclc.org/dewey

di�erent lexicographer �les. For example, theSPORT contains senses such as athlete, de-riving from life form, game equipment, fromphysical object, sport from act, and playing�eld, from location.The knowledge acquired locally is uploa-ded and ported across the rest of languagesvia the EuroWordNet Ili, maintaining thecompatibility among them.In that way, the Ili structure (includingthe Top Ontology and the Domain Hierarchy)will act as a natural backbone to transfer thedi�erent knowledge acquired from each localwordnet to the rest of wordnets.2.2 Mcr contentThe �rst version of the Mcr includes onlyconceptual knowledge (semantic informa-tion), that is, local wordnets (only seman-tic information including lexical units con-nected to synsets like variants or phrasets)and +60 types of EuroWordNet semantic re-lations connecting synsets.Only complete disambiguated semanticrelations between synsets will be acquired,upload and ported across local wordnets. Al-so, if necessary, the relations acquired can beunderspeci�ed. An explicit hierarchy of rela-tions must be provided. For instance:involved  involved-patient  involved-resultAlthough these relations are not comple-tely disambiguated, they will be uploadedand ported to be ready useful for other ac-quisition processes and languages. For ins-tance, consider the following relation <gain>involved <money> captured as typical ob-ject. Although, this relation may be furt-her re�ned into <gain> involved-patient<money> in posterior cycles, other proces-ses (like those that locate sense examplesfrom large text collections) can take pro�tfrom a ported relation <ganar> involved<dinero>. For instance, (Leacock, Chodo-row, and Miller, 1998), (Mihalcea and Moldo-van, 1999) and (Agirre and Martinez, 2000)automatically generate arbitrarily large cor-pora for unsupervised WSD training, usingthe knowledge contained in WordNet to for-mulate search engine queries over large textcollections or the Web.



The �rst version of the Mcr includes:� Ili{ WordNet 1.6{ EuroWordNet Base Concepts{ EuroWordNet Top Ontology{ MultiWordNet Domains� Local wordnets{ English WordNet 1.5, 1.6, 1.7.1{ Basque, Catalan, Italian and Spanishwordnets� Large collections of semantic preferences{ Acquired from SemCor{ Acquired from BNC� Instances{ Named Entities2.3 Mcr AccessThe Mcr provides a web interface to the da-tabase based on Web EuroWordNet Interface(WEI)3. Three di�erent APIs have been de-veloped to provide exible access to theMcr:�rst, a SOAP API to allow any remote userto interact with the Mcr, an extension ofwnQuery perl API to the Mcr and a C++API for high performance software.3 Uploading ProcessTo upload correctly all this knowledge intoa single multilingual repository a very com-plex process must be performed. Once �nis-hed the �rst part of the upload the data re-leased by the di�erent partners (just chec-king errors and inconsistencies), a more com-plex second part must be performed. Thissecond part consist of the correct integra-tion of every piece of information into theMcr. That is, linking correctly all this kno-wledge to the Ili. This second part involvesa complex cross checking validation processand usualy a complex expansion/inference oflarge amounts of semantic properties and re-lations through the semantic structure.Initially most of the knowledge to be uplo-aded into the Mcr has been derived fromWordNet 1.6 (selectional preferences fromSemCor and BNC) and the Italian WordNetand the MultiWordNet Domains, both deve-loped at IRST are using WordNet 1.6 as Ili(Bentivogli, Pianta, and Girardi, 2002; Mag-nini and Cavagli�a, 2000). Thus, Mcr uses3http://nipadio.lsi.upc.es/wei.html

Princeton WordNet 1.6 as Ili. This optionalso minimises side e�ects with other Euro-pean initiatives (Balkanet, EuroTerm, etc.)and wordnet developments around GlobalWordNet Association. However, the Ili forSpanish, Catalan and Basque wordnets wasWordNet 1.5 (Atserias et al., 1997; Ben��tez etal., 1998), as well as the EuroWordNet TopOntology and the associated Base Concepts.3.1 Uploading local wordnetsbased on WordNet1.5Although the technology to provide compati-bility across wordnets exits (J. Daud�e, 1999;J. Daud�e, 2000; Daud�e, Padr�o, and Rigau,2001)4, new research is needed for uploadingand porting the various types of knowledgeacross languages, and new ways to test andvalididate the ported knowledge in the targetlanguages.Uploading local wordnets based on Word-Net1.5 to the Mcr is a complex process,because between di�erents wordnet versions,synsets can be splited (1:N), joined (N:1), ad-ded (0:1) or deleted (1:0) throught mapping.Thus, even if we perform manual checking ofthese connections, for those remaining casesof spliting or joining synsets the informationinside the synsets should be modi�ed accor-dingly.The whole process of the porting wordnetsusing Ili based on WordNet1.5 to the new Ilibased on WordNet1.6 consist of:1. For all splited synsets, all information ofsynset 1.5, including variants, is copiedto each of the equivalent synsets in 1.62. For all joined synsets, all information ofsynsets 1.5, including variants, is copiedto the equivalent synset in 1.63. Manual revision to validate the splittedand joined synsets.3.2 Conceptual coverageTable 1 shows the overlapping for nouns,verbs and adjectives between each wordnetpair.At a synset level, noun overlapping is qui-te high and homogeneous between wordnetpairs. The maximum overlapping occurs bet-ween English and Spanish (29,502) and thelowest between Italian and Catalan (14,462).4http://www.lsi.upc.es/~nlp/meaning/meaning.html



NOUN en16 spwn itwn cawn bawnen16 66,025 29,502 22,634 26,197 22,722spwn - 31,241 16,355 24,582 19,020itwn - - 25,402 14,462 15,000cawn - - - 17,936 16,763bawn - - - - 24,461VERB en16 spwn itwn cawn bawnen16 12,127 7,464 4,281 4,952 3,138spwn - 7,563 3,071 3,789 2,809itwn - - 4,312 2,358 1,844cawn - - - 5,051 2,333bawn - - - - 3,237ADJ en16 spwn itwn cawn bawnen16 17,915 11,087 2,658 4,028 0spwn - 11,135 1,700 3,932 0itwn - - 2,686 611 0cawn - - - 4,076 0bawn - - - - 0Tabla 1: Overlapping between wordnet pairsFor verbs, at a synset level, the overlap-ping is also quite high but less uniform bet-ween wordnet pairs. The maximum overlap-ping occurs also between English and Spa-nish (7,464) and the lowest between Italianand Basque (1,844).At a synset level, adjective overlapping isnot high because some wordnets provide poorcoverage on adjectives. While Spanish provi-des good overlapping with English (the maxi-mum overlapping with 11,087 synsets), Bas-que wordnet do not provide adjectives at all.3.3 Uploading Base ConceptsThe original set of Base Concepts from Euro-WordNet based on WordNet 1.5 totalized1,030 Ili-records. The Base Concepts fromWordNet 1.5 has been mapped to WordNet1.6. After a manual revision and expasionto all wordnet 1.6 top beginners, the resul-ting Base Concepts for WordNet 1.6 totalized1,601 Ili-records.3.4 Uploading the Top Ontology#verbalsynsets #nominalsynsets #relationsSemcor SUBJ 2,490 5,398 69,840Semcor DOBJ 3,423 6,964 110,102BNC SUBJ 6,151 2,588 95,065BNC DOBJ 6,125 4,185 115,542Tabla 2: Selectional PreferencesThe purpose of the EuroWordNet TopOntology was to enforce more uniformity

and compatibility of the di�erent wordnets.Using the Top Concepts (TCs), the BaseConcepts (BCs) can be divided into coherentclusters.By inheriting the Top Ontology assign-ments via the hyponymy relations it is pos-sible to populate the complete Ili with top-concepts from the Base Concepts.There are two things to be noted withrespect to the inherited Top Ontology assig-ments. First of all, redundant assigments areadded in so far they have not been inheritedfrom higher levels. If an assigment list in-cludes Animal but not Natural, then Naturalis added because it is implied by Animal ac-cording to the Top Ontology hierarchy. Thesecond point is that the hyperonym classi�ca-tion of WordNet is not always consistent withthe Top Ontology assignement. This can bea matter of choice, because in EuroWordNetit was not agreed the WordNet classi�cationor it may be incidental because top-concepts,assigned to the higher levels, are no longervalid at deeper levels of the hierarchy. InWordNet1.5 there are Examples of the formercase, 3rdOrderEntities that have been classi-�ed below psychological feature that goes tostate together will all statitive nominals. Asecond possibility of inconsistences may ariseat lower levels of the WordNet hierarchy. InEurowordnet it was not performed the veri-�cation of the inherited top-concepts at alllevels. We plan to cross{check the Top On-tology expansion using the SUMO ontology(Niles and Pease, 2001).3.5 Uploading SelectionalPreferencesThe �rst version of the Mcr has been al-so enriched by a large amount of new rela-tions. A total of 390,549 weighted Selectio-nal Preferences (SPs) (see Table 2) obtainedfrom two di�erent corpora and using di�e-rent approaches has been uploaded into theMcr. The �rst set of weighted SPs was ob-tained (McCarthy, 2001) by means of proba-bility distributions over the noun hierarchyof WordNet1.6 using the parsed trees gene-rated by RASP(Carroll, Minnen, and Bris-coe, 1998) from the BNC. The second set wasobtained (Agirre and Martinez, 2001; Agirreand Martinez, 2002) from generalizations ofthe gramatical relations extracted using Mi-niPar(Lin, 1998) from Semcor.The SPs have been included in MCR as



noun{verb relations (ROLE) 5. Although wecan distinguish subjects and objects in thedatabase, all of them have been included asa more general ROLE relation, and in fact,most of them overlap.4 Porting ProcessHaving all this types of di�erent knowledgeand properties completely expanded throughthe whole Mcr a new set of inference me-chanism can be devised in order to furtherinfer new relations and knowledge. For ins-tance, new relations can be generated whendetecting particular semantic patterns occu-rring for some synsets having certain onto-logical properties, for a particular Domains,etc. That is, new relations can be generatedwhen combining di�erent methods and kno-wledge. For instance, creating new explicitrelations (regular polisemy, nominalizations,etc.) when several relations derived in the in-tegration process have particular con�dencescores greater than certain thresholds, ocu-rring between certain ontological types, etc.However, without having infered extraknowledge in this porting process all the kno-wledge integrated into theMcr has been por-ted (distributed) to the local wordnets.All wordnets have gained some kindof new knowledge comming from otherwordnets by means of the �rst portingprocess. A direct result of the uplo-ad/integration/porting e�ort is that all in-formation associated to the Ilis has beenautomatically ported to the other wordnets.Thus, MultiwordNet Domains are now avai-lable to the rest of local wordnets, the Euro-WordNet Top Ontology is also available forItalian MultiWordNet and for English Word-Net 1.6. Moreover, local relations have beenalso ported to the rest of wordnets. Thus,Italian and English Wordnet has been enri-ched with all the new set of relations comingfrom EuroWordNet. In turn, Basque, Ca-talan, Italian and Spanish wordnets has be-en extensively enriched with large amountsof Selectional Preferences acquired from En-glish (e.g Spanish wordnet has gained 279,324of 390,109 selectional preferences).5 The vaso exampleWhen uploading coherently all this knowled-ge into the MCR a full range of new possibi-5INVOLVED and ROLE relationships are de�nedsymmetric

lities appear for improving both Acquisitionand WSD problems. We will ilustrate the-se new capabilities by a simple example ofthe Spanish noun vaso which in the SpanishWordNet has three possible senses. As wewill see, we added consistently a large set ofexplicit knowledge about each sense of vasothat can be used to di�erentiate and charac-terize better their particular meanings.5.1 The vaso Container Sensevaso 1 02755829-n06-NOUN.ARTIFACT FACTOTUMEnglishItalianBasqueCatalan drinking glass glassbicchiereedontzi baso edalontzigot vasGloss a glass container forholding liquids whiledrinkingTopOntology1stOrderEntity-Form-Object1stOrderEntity-Origin-Artifact1stOrderEntity-Function-Container1stOrderEntity-Function-InstrumentTabla 3: Vaso 1This sense of vaso is connected to the sa-me Ili as the English synset <drinking glassglass>. This Ili-record, belonging to theSemantic File ARTIFACT has no speci�cWordNet Domain (FACTOTUM). However,the EuroWordNet Top Ontology providesfuther clues about its meaning: it has thefollowing properties: Form-Object, Origin-Artifact, Function-Container and Function-Instrument. Further, comming from theSelectional Preferences acquired from Sem-Cor, we know that the typical things thatsomebody does with this kind of vaso arefor instance the corresponding equivalenttranslations to Spanish for <polish, shine,smooth, smoothen> or <beautify, embellish,prettify>. Finally, we must add that this al-so holds for the rest of languages connected(see Table 3).5.2 The vaso Body-part senseThis sense of vaso is the equivalent transla-tion of <vessel, vas>. This Ili-record, be-longing to the Semantic File BODY has as-signed a di�erent WordNet Domain (ANA-TOMY). The EuroWordNet Top Ontologyin this case, has the following proper-



vaso 2 04195626-n08-NOUN.BODY ANATOMYEnglishItalianBasqueCatalan vessel vasvaso dotto canalehodi basovasGloss a tube in which a bodyuid circulatesTopOntology1stOrderEntity-Origin-Natural-Living1stOrderEntity-Form-Substance-Solid1stOrderEntity-Composition-Part1stOrderEntity-Function-ContainerTabla 4: Vaso 2ties: Form-Substance-Solid, Origin-Natural-Living, Composition-Part and Function-Container. From the Selectional Preferen-ces acquired from SemCor, we know that thetypical events applied to this kind of vasoare for instance the corresponding equivalenttranslations to Spanish for <inject, shoot> or<administer, dispense>. We must add thatthis knowledge can be also ported to the restof languages connected (see Table 4).5.3 The vaso Quantity sensevaso 3 09914390-n23-NOUN.QUANTITY NUMBEREnglishItalianBasqueCatalan glassful glassbicchierata bicchierebasocadagot vasGloss the quantity a glass willholdTopOntology1stOrderEntity-Composition-Part2ndOrderEntity-SituationType-Static2ndOrderEntity-SituationComponent-Quantity Tabla 5: Vaso 3The last sense of vaso is the equiva-lent translation of <glassful, glass>. ThisIli-record, belongs to the Semantic Fi-le QUANTITY and has has assigned adi�erent WordNet Domain (FACTOTUM-NUMBER). The EuroWordNet Top Onto-logy in this case, has the following properties:Composition-Part SituationType-Static andSituationComponent-Quantity. From the Se-lectional Preferences acquired from SemCor,we know that the typical events applied to

this kind of vaso are for instance the corres-ponding equivalent translations to Spanishfor <drink, imbibe> or <consume, have, in-gest take, take in>. As before, we must addthat this knowledge can be also ported to therest of languages connected (see Table 5).6 Conclusions and Future WorkThe �rst version of the MCR integratesnow into the same EuroWordNet framework(using an upgraded release of Base Conceptsand Top Ontology and MultiWordNet Do-mains) �ve local wordnets (with three En-glish WordNet versions) with hundreds ofthousand of new semantic relations, instan-ces and properties fully expanded. All word-nets gained some kind of new knowledge com-ming from other wordnets by means of the�rst porting process. In fact, the resultingMcr is the largest and richest multilinguallexical knowledge base ever build.In this way, this version of the Mcr pro-duced byMeaning is going to constitute thenatural multilingual large-scale linguistic re-source for a number of semantic processesthat need large amounts of linguistic kno-wledge to be e�ective tools (e.g. SemanticWeb Ontologies). The fact that word senseswill be linked to concepts in Mcr will allowfor the appropriate representation and stora-ge of the acquired knowledge.Future versions of the Mcr may includelanguage dependant information (includingsyntactic information, subcategorization fra-mes, etc). The consortium must study thecurrent standards for representing this infor-mation, i.e. the EAGLES recommendations,Lexical Conceptual Structures, complex se-mantic relations (Lin and Pantel, 2001), etc.We need to investigate new inference fa-cilities to enhance the uploading process assuggested before.Now, after full expansion (Realization)of the EuroWordNet Top Ontology proper-ties, we plan a full expansion through the no-minal part of the hierarchy of the selectionalpreferences acquired from SemCor and BNC(and possibly other implicit semantic kno-wledge currently available in WordNet suchas meronymy information).We also plan further investigation to per-form also full bottom{up expansion (Gene-ralization), rather than merely expandingtop{down the knowledge and properties re-presented into the Mcr. In this case, dif-
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